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Abstract

Socratic questioning is an educational method that allows students to discover
answers to complex problems by asking them a series of thoughtful questions.
Generation of didactically sound questions is challenging, requiring an understand-
ing of the reasoning process involved in the problem. We hypothesize that such
a questioning strategy can not only enhance human performance but also assist
the math word problem (MWP) solvers. In this work, we explore the ability of
large language models (LMs) in generating sequential questions for guiding math
word problem-solving. We propose various guided question generation schemes
based on input conditioning and reinforcement learning. On both automatic and
human quality evaluations, we find that LMs constrained with desirable question
properties generate superior questions and improve the overall performance of a
math word problem solver.

1 Introduction
Questioning can be a valuable way of supporting student thinking. It can be conceived as a scaffold
Wood et al. [1976], Quintana et al. [2004], where a more knowledgeable tutor helps a student in
solving problems otherwise too difficult. The role of a teacher using questioning is to interject
questions that focus on the most critical points in an explanation and take the understanding forward
Anghileri [2006]. Even though question generation (QG) models have been studied for factual
SQuAD-like questions [Rajpurkar et al., 2016, Puri et al., 2020], these models fail to generate
sequentially-coherent questions [Reddy et al., 2019, Choi et al., 2018]. Furthermore, domain-specific
questioning is challenging as the QG model needs to understand the reasoning process required to
provide fine-grained responses.

In this work, we explore the use of large language models [Raffel et al., 2019, Radford et al., 2019] to
generate guiding sub-questions for math word problems. We define important components of Socratic
questioning strategy and demonstrate the effectiveness of inducing the defined questioning properties
in large LMs. In particular, we use reinforcement learning (RL) with rewards from various sources
including Math question answering (Math QA) models and various forms of input conditioning for
generating these questions.

We train and evaluate our models on the recently released GSM8K MathQA dataset Cobbe et al.
[2021] of multi-step reasoning MWPs. We illustrate the benefit of our RL-based generation strategy
using both automatic and human evaluation metrics. Our evaluation shows that our guided approach
makes the generation model ask more logically relevant and structurally correct questions, which
follow the appropriate sequencing of questioning at the right granularity level. We further show that
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Figure 1: Our overall methodology: Two Socratic properties of focused (red dotted box) and
relevant (green dotted box) question generation are added to the question generation model. ⊕
represents the concatenation operation.

our generated questions, when provided as additional context, can aid a math question answering
model and make making intermediate reasoning steps explicit, thereby providing further empirical
justification of the value of questioning for math QA model training.

2 Methodology

Inspired by the prior learning sciences work in scaffolding Wood [1994], Anghileri [2006], we
hypothesize the most important components of a Socratic questioning strategy as:

(A) Focused: An essential property of a good questioning strategy is to ask questions that are
directed toward the most critical domain-specific content. Irrelevant questions not only make
the process difficult but also force a diversion in the focus and may increase the cognitive
load that a student experiences.

(B) Relevant: Asking the right sequence of relevant questions that can assist students in
reaching the final goal (solving the main question in case of math word problems) is a
further important part of good questioning.

We discuss our approach to modeling Socratic questioning using large LMs. We begin by defining
our data. We define an MWP dataset D as a collection of MWPs. Each MWP P in the dataset are
accompanied by its solution S and the numerical answer A. We do not always assume the existence
of problem solutions S and answers A as will also automatically derive them from various MathQA
models. Each MWP P = (C,Q) consists of the story context C and the question Q. The problem
solution S consists of n solution steps S = (s1, ..., sn). We define Socratic questioning such that
each solution steps si can be mapped to a sub-question qi . We refer to q as a collection of all Socratic
questions q1, ..., qn for a given MWP P in our work. An example MWP is present in Figure 1.

Our main module is the Question Generator (QG) module, which is a transformer Vaswani et al.
[2017] based encoder-decoder model. The QG model takes the reference Math word problem P and
generates the Socratic questions q∗ as close to the true sub-questions q as possible. The learning
objective of the QG module is as:

LQG = −
n∑

i=1

log PDec (qi|q:i−1; Enc(P )) (1)

where Enc represents the encoder and Dec represents the decoder for the seq2seq QG model. Note
that the sub-question qi is generated word by word in an auto-regressive manner. Next, we propose to
inject the two Socratic questioning properties into our QG model as follows.

2.1 Focused questions

To learn a sequence of disciplined questions focused on specific reasoning steps in the MWP, it is
important to ask the right set of questions. We propose a content planner ψ that serves as a guiding
principle for the QG model to ask the right focused questions. In principle, the content planner
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module can extract any relevant information to assist the QG model, but for the task of math word
problems, we restrict it to operators (e.g. multiplication) and equations.2

We use the same seq2seq architecture for the content planner module as our QG model, with the only
difference being that the output comprises a set of equations s∗1, .., s

∗
n or just the operators within the

equations (instead of the sub-questions). The generated operators/equations are appended to the input
MWP P in the encoder for the QG module and the modified focused learning objective LQGf

is:

LQGf
= −

n∑
i=1

log PDec (qi|q:i−1; Enc([P ⊕ plan])) (2)

Here, plan depicts the content planner module’s output and ⊕ depicts the concatenation operation.

2.2 Relevant questions
An essential element of a good questioning strategy is to ask relevant questions that are not only
factually associated with the main problem, but also eventually help in answering the main question.
However, there can be any number of relevant questions that can be asked for an MWP. Thus, our
goal is to optimize the questioning strategy such that it is relevant, efficient, and rewarding at each
step, making sure that the final goal can be achieved with these individual questions. We induce
these properties in our QG model using various rewards that force the model to stay relevant to the
problem.

During training, the QG model samples a set of sub-questions q′, and calculates various rewards
based on q′. The parameters of the QG model are updated using the REINFORCE algorithm Williams
[2004] as:

LRL =− Eq′∼PDec
[R(q,q′, P )] = −R(q,q′, P )

n∑
i=1

logPDec (qi|q:i−1; Enc(P ))

The reward function [R(q,q′,P)] measures the individual rewards for fluency, granularity, and
answerability and each individual reward is described in more detail in the Appendix A.2.

2.3 Overall Loss Function
Finally, with the induced Socratic properties in the QG model, the total loss is defined as a combination
of the focused learning loss LQGf

and the rewards loss LRL, as:

L = α LQGf
+ (1− α) LRL (3)

where α is a weighting factor.

3 Empirical Analysis
We study the properties of Socratic questioning on the GSM8K dataset Cobbe et al. [2021]3 that
consists of 8.5K grade school math word problem with 7.5K training problems and 1K test problems.
We used T5 Raffel et al. [2019] as the backbone of both our QG and content planning modules.
For the reward-generating QA model, we used GPT-2 Radford et al. [2019] because of resource
constraints. However, to improve our performance, a better QA model like GPT-3 Brown et al.
[2020] can be used in the future. Both the models are fine-tuned on the GSM8K train set using the
Huggingface library Wolf et al. [2019].

We report automatic evaluation using SacreBLEU Post [2018] which is based on exact word overlap,
BERT F1 score Zhang et al. [2019] which is based on DeBERTa He et al. [2020] as the similarity
model. We also report #Q, the number of questions generated compared to the number of ground
truth reasoning steps (same as Granularity reward), and Math QA Solver accuracy (same as the
overall Answerability reward) to assess if our generated questions helped the QA model reach the
final numerical solution.

2We also do not consider the step-by-step solutions S in our work, as creating step-by-step textual solution
requires a lot of time and effort from teachers and even the largest language models fail to understand MWPs
easily [Wei et al., 2022, Chowdhery et al., 2022].

3https://github.com/openai/grade-school-math
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Strategy BLEU BERT F1 #Q QA Accuracy
Baseline 13.02 0.566 0.056 2.57
No Planning 51.53 0.783 0.428 6.74

+ fluency 52.21 0.784 0.440 -
+ # of questions 51.86 0.784 0.431 -
+ QA 52.22 0.783 0.417 -
+ all weighted 53.39 0.781 0.431 6.75

Operators 54.98 0.788 0.346 7.50
Equations 58.82 0.813 0.807 8.49

+ fluency 59.52 0.816 0.818 -
+ # of questions 59.75 0.814 0.811 -
+ QA 59.37 0.813 0.799 -
+ all weighted 59.62 0.815 0.815 8.50

Table 1: Results Comparison: QG and QA model performance comparison using different planning
strategies and rewards. All experiments are run for at least 3 times and an average score is reported.

Results in Table 1 demonstrate that planning strategies improve the baseline methods by more than
3% on BLEU score with operators as planning, and by more than 7% with equations. Similar to
BLEU, we achieve better performance on BERT F1 scores too. Finally, the number of correct
question counts improves with planning and doubles compared to the no-planning variant. However,
results show that in all the variants the number of generated sub-questions is less than the number
of reasoning steps. This could be improved further by oversampling during the beam search (beam
search settings are the same for all variants in this experiment).

Using rewards as a strategy to incentivize the model to generate relevant and rewarding questions
improves all the model performance, suggesting the importance of rewards. Moreover, sub-questions
with operators and equations as planning improves the QA performance by 1−2%. Rewards, although
improves the QG quality, have a negligible effect on QA performance. This is mainly because slight
improvement in sub-questions quality does not necessarily help in reaching to the final goal.

Human quality evaluation
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Figure 2: Comparison of baseline versus our model
generated sub-questions on several metrics from
our human evaluations (showing mean and stan-
dard deviation).

Next, we perform a human evaluation of the
questions generated for 100 randomly selected
test MWPs to assess the quality of our model
generation (our best model) compared to the
baseline (with no planning or reward-based
strategies). For this analysis, we divided the
questions among 4 annotators with an overlap
of 40% of the questions among them to eval-
uate the generated question quality on the fol-
lowing factors. A 5-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (poor) to 5 (very good) was used for
each dimensions of quality assessment: repeti-
tion - whether questions are repeated, factuality -
whether all questions can be solved by the infor-
mation given in the problem, logical relevance
- if the question is logically related to the MWP,
right sequence - correct sequence of questions leading to the final answer, granularity - questions are
granular enough to solve the problem but are still relevant and no retrieval or basic common sense
questions are asked, completeness - questions are complete with all steps covered to reach to the final
answer, and fluency - grammatical correctness and fluent in the language.

Figure 2 presents our findings, clearly demonstrating that our planning and reward strategies lead to
superior quality questions on the MWP task. Although both baselines and our model-generated text
achieve almost full score (5) on the fluency parameter, our model-generated questions that are more
aligned to the MWP, thus leading to a higher score on all the other parameters. We also present a
randomly selected sample of generated questions in Appendix subsection A.3.
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4 Conclusion
We study the importance of sub-questioning for learning a mathematical concept and explore how
LMs may generate these sub-questions. We demonstrate the usefulness of Socratic questioning
strategies and propose ways to induce these properties in LMs on a Maths Word Problem dataset.
However, we need to be careful in using the questioning strategy in real educational contexts, as
improper content can sometimes do more harm than good.
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A Experiment Details
A.1 Implementation Details
For the training of the models, we used Nvidia Tesla A100 with 40 GB of GPU memory. We ran each
experiment for 50 epochs, with a periodical evaluation on the validation set. Training time without
using rewards is 10 minutes per epoch. With rewards, the training time per epoch is increased to
several hours. We used the T5-large model without modifications for the content planner and question
generation module and GPT-2 small as QA solver.

A.2 Definition of Rewards functions
Fluency: It is important that the generated sub-questions are easily understandable and fluent in
the meaning they represent. Although the QG training objective ensures the syntax and semantics of
the questions generated, rewarding the system to stay fluent is necessary to remove repetitions and
illogical questions.

Rfl = BLEU(q,q′)

where, BLEU(.,.) represents the BLEU score Papineni et al. [2002].

Granularity: As solving an MWP usually involves multiple reasoning steps, asking relevant
questions at each step can help in solving the MWP. Moreover, our questioning strategy is based
on the fact that the questions are organized, structured, and follow a sequence. With the granularity
reward, the model can learn to ask the right number of questions (compared to the number of reasoning
steps to solve MWP) in a specific sequence and refrain from unstructured questions.

Rg = F (q,q′)

where, F (q,q′) = 1 − ||q|−|q′||
|q′| , and |q| and |q′| denote the number of questions in q and q′

respectively.

Answerability: For every generated question, it is important to evaluate if the generated questions
can be answered given context C and can help in answering the overall MWP. We trained an external
QA model that can answer the MWPs by taking help from the sub-questions and evaluating if the
generated question can assist in answering the main problem. The answerability reward is provided
on both a step-by-step basis (if the QA model can answer a sub-part of the main problem) and overall
(if using all sub-questions, whether the final answer was correct or not).

Rans = F (A,A′)

where, F (A,A′) = 1 if the final answer from the QA model is correct when it is given sub-questions
q′ alongside the MWP P, and 0 otherwise. A′ denotes the answer from the QA model and A denotes
the true answer.

We also evaluated the step-by-step performance of the QA model on the generated sub-questions to
check if the QA model can answer the generated sub-questions correctly. This allows us to provide
partial rewards at each step to the generation model. The modified sub-step answerability reward
is F (A,A′) = #a′

|q′| , where #a′ and |q′| denote the number of correct answers to the generated
sub-questions and total number of generated questions respectively.
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A.3 Generated questions and error analysis

Id Text Generated question prompts
1 James decides to run 3 sprints 3 times a week.

He runs 60 meters each sprint. How many
total meters does he run a week? (540)

How many sprints does James run in a week?
How many meters does James run in a week?

2 Carla is downloading a 200 GB file. Nor-
mally she can download 2 GB/minute, but
40% of the way through the download, Win-
dows forces a restart to install updates, which
takes 20 minutes. Then Carla has to restart
the download from the beginning. How long
does it take to download the file? (160)

Missing: time to download 40% of the file
How many minutes does it take to install
updates?
How many minutes does it take to restart the
download?
How many minutes does it take to download
the file?

3 John buys twice as many red ties as blue ties.
The red ties cost 50% more than blue ties.
He spent $200 on blue ties that cost $40 each.
How much did he spend on ties? (800)

How many blue ties did John buy?
How many red ties did John buy?
How much did the red ties cost?
How much did John spend on ties?

4 Mr. Tan sold his house for $400 000. He
paid the transfer fees that amount to 3% of
the selling price and also paid a brokerage
fee that is 5% of the selling price. If he also
paid $250 000 for the remaining loan amount
of the house, how much is Mr. Tan’s net
proceeds from selling the house? (118000)

How much did Mr. Tan pay in transfer fees
and brokerage fees?
How much did Mr. Tan pay in total?
How much is Mr. Tan’s net proceeds from
selling the house?

5 John drives for 3 hours at a speed of 60
mph and then turns around because he re-
alizes he forgot something very important
at home. He tries to get home in 4 hours
but spends the first 2 hours in standstill traf-
fic. He spends the next half-hour driving at a
speed of 30mph, before being able to drive
the remaining time of the 4 hours going at 80
mph. How far is he from home at the end of
those 4 hours? (45)

How far did John drive in the first 3 hours?
How far did John drive in the remaining 2
hours?
How fast did John drive in the next half-
hour?
How fast did John drive in the remaining 2
hours? Error: remaining 1 and half hour.
How far did John drive in those 4 hours?
How far is John from home at the end of
those 4 hours?

Table 2: Some examples of our generated sub-questions

B Further Experiments
B.1 RQ1: Does sub-questioning help in understanding math concepts better?
We hypothesize that high-quality sub-questioning helps Math QA solvers to reach the correct solution,
especially when questions are relevant to the concept to be learnt, in the right sequence (ordering)
with high granularity in their structure. We use the GPT-2 model as QA solver and fine-tune it on the
training set of the GSM8K dataset. Then, we vary properties of the test sub-questions, and examine
the performance of the QA Solver. Table 3 demonstrates that Socratic sub-questions significantly
improve the model performance from 5.45% to 10.46%. Sub-questioning even helps when only 75%
Socratic questions are retained (denoted as {q}0.75 in the table) or when the order is shuffled (this
might be an artifact of the dataset containing minority of examples with strict order). An interesting
observation is that when the number of sub-questions is reduced by half or lower (while preserving
their order), the model gets confused and performs worse than when it had no sub-questions. Finally,
we take the pre-trained T5 model and without fine-tuning it for our task, we take the outputs, and
used it alongside the problem P as additional information to solve the problem. The performance
goes as low as 2.57%, indicating that non-relevant information degrades the performance.

B.2 Ablation study: Manipulating question properties
Both planning strategies are helpful in generating better questions. To gain a deeper understanding
of how content planner ψ affects generated questions, we further analyze the influence of operators
as a planning strategy. Here, we randomize operators and their sequence and measure change in
performance. Table 4 shows that correct sequence of operators with correct number of operators guide
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Variation QA Accuracy
P 5.45 (↓ 45%)
P ⊕ {q} 10.46

Granularity
P ⊕ {q}0.25 3.94 (↓ 62%)
P ⊕ {q}0.5 3.35 (↓ 67%)
P ⊕ {q}0.75 9.70 (↓ 7%)

Order
P ⊕ shuffle({q}) 8.94 (↓ 14%)

Relevance
P ⊕ <base-ques> 2.57 (↓ 75%)

Table 3: Comparison of Math QA accuracy (in %) for different variations of experiments with
ground truth data. {q}k represents that only k% of the ground truth sub-questions are used and
selected randomly. For e.g., {q}0.25 represents only 25% of the sub-questions are used. shuffle({q})
represents all sub-questions, but with shuffled order. Finally, <base-ques> are the sub-questions
generated from a T5 large model without fine-tuning on our task. (↓) represents the drop in the
accuracy when compared to the Socratic questions (P ⊕ {q}). ⊕ represents the concatenation
operation.

Planning BLEU BERT F1 #Q
None 51.53 0.783 0.428
Diff op, diff cnt 51.59 0.785 0.415
Diff op, same cnt 54.26 0.786 0.546
Operators (op) 54.98 0.788 0.642

Table 4: Manipulating the planning inputs influences the quality of generated questions and overall
QG model performance. same cnt has the same number of operators as number of reasoning steps
but the types (+-/*) are shuffled, diff cnt has both number and type of operator shuffled.

the generation process better than randomized versions. A gap between correct count of operators
and random count indicates that having a correct number of operators (of any type) is more valuable
than the exact type of operators. We observed that the number of operators guide the model in terms
of the number of questions that need to be asked, while type changes the overall quality. Needless to
say, for the same number of operators, quality matters.

C Related Work
Socratic questioning approaches have evolved within the learning sciences community into the theory
of scaffolding Wood et al. [1976], Reiser [2004], which broadly refers to assisting students in problem-
solving beyond their zone of proximal development Quintana et al. [2004]. Computer-based scaffolds
(e.g., in the form of hints, prompts, feedback) have moderate effects on student learning outcomes
Kim et al. [2018], and our work can be used to automatically generate such scaffolds in a form of
questioning prompts. For mathematics, Wood [1994] analyzed interactions in math classrooms and
proposed two distinct interaction patterns - funneling, which functions by guiding students using
leading/prompting questions to a predetermined solution procedure, and focusing, which functions by
drawing student attention to the critical aspects of the problem. We draw inspiration from this strand
of work. Our overall question generation approach can be conceived to be similar to funneling, with
specific sub-questions focusing on the important domain concepts.

Research on question generation includes visual question generation Fan et al. [2018], Wang et al.
[2022], generation of questions for student assessment Stasaski and Hearst [2017], Wang et al. [2018],
generation of factual questions based on Wikipedia articles Rajpurkar et al. [2016] or generation of
sequential information seeking questions in dialogue-based scenarios Reddy et al. [2019], Choi et al.
[2018]. Other work has also explored similar ideas of improving answerability by question-asking
Klein and Nabi [2019], Shwartz et al. [2020]. However, factual questions do not usually require much
reasoning and mostly boil down to information retrieval from text. In this work, we focus on question
generation for reasoning problems.

Prior work on guided and controlled question generation uses either entities as guiding mechanism
Huang et al. [2021] or reinforcement learning based graph to sequence approach Chen et al. [2019].
Identification of entities and relationships present in the text often uses rule-based or on-shelf
extraction tools, which are hard to extend Dhingra et al. [2020]. Often these single hop questions are
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combined to form a multi-hop question that require complex reasoning to solve it Pan et al. [2020].
Controllable text generation has been previously explored in data-to-text generation Puduppully and
Lapata [2021], Su et al. [2021]. This is particularly useful for ensuring that the information is correct
or the numbers are encapsulated properly Gong et al. [2020]. Our task has similar requirements.

A final strand of related work lies in the ballpark of math problem solvers. Recent work in this
area uses specialized architectures such as graph-based encoders Zhang et al. [2020] and tree-based
decoders Xie and Sun [2019], and more recently, large pretrained LMs which show state-of-the-art
results Cobbe et al. [2021], Shen et al. [2021], Kojima et al. [2022], Wei et al. [2022], Chowdhery
et al. [2022]. Application of these approaches to the GSM8K dataset (our data context) still holds
considerable room for improvement, primarily in the reasoning capabilities, and latest approaches are
still unable to solve third of the problems.
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